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PKP CARGO INTERNATIONAL HU Zrt. 
 

General conditions:  
 

 the prices may include mediated services 

 our prices are calculated on economically shortest route, if there would be any 
infrastructure repair works on the transport route of the given price, we are forced to 
recalculate our prices for longer route 

 the freight rates are calculated on the basis of the current charges of the MÁV Zrt. 
and other participating railway infrastructure companies. If the costs and fees of 
infrastructure railway companies change, we should re-calculate the costs of freight in 
connection with the relevant transport  

 we can only accept railway wagons for transport, which are according to ECM 
regulations 

 all other expenses that may occur during transport and can’t be foreseeable will be 
extra invoiced 

 costs of cancellation: 
o 7 days before transport day:       00,0 % of the freight costs 
o 3-7 days before transport day:       25,0 % of the freight costs 
o shorter than 3 days before transport day:   50,0 % of the freight costs 

 

Our offers generally not include the following items: 

 any tax and VAT, 

 any costs of customs formalities (customs guarantee, customs clearance, etc.) of the 
cargo in Hungary and on the way 

 any costs of RID supervision and any costs of RID deficiency 

 any costs of shunting of wagons at the railway station of dispatch and destination and 
on the way unless it is included in the special conditions of the offer 

 any costs of private wagons and any costs of wagon repair costs 

 any costs in connection with the wagons (repair, maneuvers to/from workshop, etc.) 

 any costs of transport documentation 

 any train stop and storage costs of wagons standby times (not caused by our side)  

 any costs of labelling 

 any costs of insurance 

 any costs of weighting 

 any costs of guarding 

 any costs of demurage and additional costs,  

 any renting cost of tracks at the railway station of dispatch, destination and on the 
way 

 any costs of bypass routes caused by infrastructural bottlenecks of planned or 
unpredictable reasons 

 any costs of parking 

 any withdrawal costs of already ordered services 

 any costs of modify of the freight 

 any costs which are not incurred our fault 

 IMPORTANT: if the offer price includes any of the listed items above, this will be 
indicated in the offer. 
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